
Voices Notes, Feb. 8th, 2022
West Side Community Organization
West Side Voices Forum

-Introduction: Interpretation, tech, Reminder to review December notes, Welcome and
Grounding from Monica Bravo, Community Agreements

-Black History Month conversation: This month we’re working on:
-Community meetings by and for Black West Siders
-Research trips to the MN Historical Society
-Interviews with community members
-Spotlights on West Side Black-owned businesses
-Looking at the West Side past and present
-Recital of music by Black Composers
-Sharing what we learn with our neighbors

-Why talk about Black History on the West Side? In areas of the West Side with the
highest number of Black residents, between 1 in 5 and 1 in 6 neighbors identified as
African American in the Census. Black History is American History, and Black History is
West Side History, too. Brief group conversation: why do you think it’s important?

● In the chat:
● Mandy: Especially on the West Side because the Hispanic history is too thick and

AVAILABLE.
● Mylazia: It's important because barriers have been broken that were up for a long

time because of how we look.
● Jessie: I want to hear all the history and that especially applies to histories that

have been overlooked, which Black history has.
● Sylvie: Every month should be black history month.
● Becky: When any stories are left out we all suffer — we are all connected and are

incomplete without all of us and as others have said, Black history has been
covered up and denied.

● Sherilyn: 96% of Africans enslaved in the Americas went to what is now Mexico,
Central and South America. 4% came to what we call the USA.

-Black Owned businesses on the West Side:
● Celebrating Black-owned West Side businesses (check out list here)
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● Guest speaker Candace Lee: a resident of the West Side for 20 years.  You can
find me at the Farmer’s Market : Queen’s Garden… I have a love and
relationship with the garden and the kitchen.  She started creating spices,
sauces, etc that she was growing in the garden. Selling love!  Her friend was
always bragging about her pickles, so she finally started selling at the West Side
Farmer’s Market. “I’m not afraid to can anything.”  Spice blends, hot jellies,
watermelon lemonade, okra, etc. Also has a tax business of 11 years. Instagram:
queensgarden2021 http://www.facebook.com/leestaxandprofessionalservices/

-Anti-Protest Ordinance: Rebecca Noecker is going to have a meeting with West
Siders re: the Anti-Protest Ordinance. We’ll let you know as soon. If interested contact
info@wsco.org

-Great River Passage is working on three initiatives in St. Paul. River Balcony - 1.5 mile
promenade along downtown St. Paul, connecting public spaces. They want input right
now. They have an open meeting this Feb 10th, 6-7:30pm.

-TAQC Update:
Trans and Queer Community (TAQC), and other LGBTQIAP+ community members, are invited
to gather (masked and distanced) in the auditorium of Riverview Library for conversation and
solidarity!  Saturday, Feb. 26th, from 2:30-4:30pm at the Riverview Branch Library, 1 George St.
E, here on the West Side. Questions? Contact Ellie Leonardsmith at elliel@wsco.org.  Event
organized by the St. Paul Public Library, co-hosted by WSCO.

-HEJ Update:
We want our work at WSCO to authentically address the needs and concerns of the
people in our neighborhood. Please help us achieve our goal of 350 West Siders filling
out our Environmental Harms survey.  To add a little joy, we’ll draw one name from the
filled out surveys to receive a $100 gift card. We’ll also award a $100 gift card to the
person who gets the most other people to fill it out! There is a question on the survey
asking who shared it with you.  Have fun!
English survey: https://tinyurl.com/EJ-health
Spanish survey: https://tinyurl.com/salud-y-medioambiental

Our HEJ team is engaged in some work around access to growing and to healthy foods,
including connecting West Siders to each other to share resources and be stronger
together, as well as connecting to the Metro Food Justice Network.  Email Ellie at
elliel@wsco.org if you’re interested in this effort.
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We’re also keeping an eye on a “Cumulative Impact” bill introduced into the MN
Legislature (HF168) that ensures the MN Pollution Control Agency has to consider all the
air pollution in the area (not just the one business) before approving an air permit.

-Scorecard: lots of projects in the cue… might hold another meeting between now and
the next Voices Forum.  176 S. Robert St (old Red Cross), Water St. Building was just
completed (have a commitment for some public art… we’re partnering with Springboard
for the Arts. They will give us a staff member who will be helping us coordinate public art
and development).  Both will have large public art displays. Next month will be focused
on Development.

Housing Justice Updates:
● Tenant organizing: West Side tenants are meeting once a month to form a

tenant union. Join us!
● Eviction defense: Every week, more West Siders are getting evicted. Volunteer

to help support them.
● Rent hikes: If your rent is increased, let us know! The 3% cap on rent increases

goes into effect on May 1, 2022. This allows for the city to create an
implementation and enforcement process.

● Call to action: February 9th, 2:30pm, St. Paul City Hall and online to demand
rent stabilization be implemented according to the will of the voters.

● Unsafe housing conditions: We are collecting testimonies about unsafe
housing conditions on the West Side. Let us know if you’re dealing with roaches,
mold, broken windows, no heat, or similar.

● Cintya: At City Hall tomorrow. We’re trying to get our representatives to abide by
the campaign.

● Next week: Tenants meeting next week at 6pm.  Email her if you know someone
interested. Also, we’ve been doorknocking to talk to people about what to do re:
evictions.

● Also, we’ve noticed landlords that are increasing rent before the 3% cap goes
into effect. Landlords that are making rent go up $300. We are capturing stories
from people dealing with bad conditions, racism, bad landlords, etc.

● Myisha: if you know anyone behind on their rent, or needs rental assistance,
emergency rental and utilities assistance, they can see her at the Ramsey
County Saint Paul Opportunity Center 422 Dorothy Day Place Second Floor

● Rent Stabilization passed. The voters passed an ordinance without exemptions.
But the Mayor wants to have exemptions for construction.  They have drafted
language, even though it’s not implemented til May. No major changes can
happen until one year out. There will be implementation teams.
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-Ice Arena: the conversation is moving forward to turn this into something new. If anyone
is interested in giving input, let us know. The person in charge of this just left their
position, and there is a new person. (Monica Bryand interested, and Laurie S.

-SPPS/Envision Update:
Envision school rearranging happened without community input and reflects a historic
lack of dialogue/disinvestment in the West Side. A group of parents have been meeting
to draw up demands and decide how to hold SPPS accountable. We had a public
meeting, and their responses to us are here:

West Side parent questions_community-priorities_1.27.22
West Side Community Priorities - WSCO-SPPS_2.9.22 (1)

Update on our schools: https://www.wsco.org/westsideschools

-New executive team: New President: Kia Moua, Vice President: Myisha Holley,
Secretary: Sebastian,  Board meetings are the 4th Monday of the month- meeting
minutes are on the website- open to the public. If you have something you want to bring
to the board, contact Monica or Mayra. Monica@wsco.org, Mayra@wsco.org

Volunteer: Email Mayra at mayra@wsco.org

Join our staff: We have four open positions: Lead Organizer, two Housing Justice
Organizer positions, and a Scorecard position coming soon.

Apply today at https://www.wsco.org/job_openings

22 Days of Peace:
Amir Locke’s father, Andre “Buddy” Locke, has called for 22 days of peace:  “I’m asking
for people of color, Black, brown, Asian, that we stand together: 22 days of peace,” in
honor of the 22 years Amir lived.

Here on the West Side, let us answer this call for peace:
●Join us in placing a candle in your window each night for the next 22 days.
●To share this action, we invite you to take a photo and post it on social media with the

hashtags #22DaysOfPeace and #WestSideStrong, and add a message about your vision
for peace and justice.

●Talk to your neighbors and ask them to do the same.
●We will be gathering on Thursday, February 17th in the evening to hold space, all are

welcome (details on our calendar soon).
●We welcome your participation and suggestions in our Community Care Action Circle.

Connect with RaRa: rara@wsco.org
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-Vote on December’s minutes
If you have attended three consecutive meetings, you are a voting member. This has
taken the place of a committee of the board. If you have any revisions, please let us
know.

Community resources and announcements:
● Alicia: I always suggest connecting w a FREE entrepreneurial mentor at

SCORE.org
● Myisha: I live in public housing, and have experiences being bullied by my

landlord and I couldn’t obtain generational wealth.    We will be rallying tomorrow
for rent stabilization.

● Alicia: has a storage unit for clothes, housing supplies. Looking for clothing racks
and organizational units. Shelving. Mandy and Monica Bryand have some.

● Anyone want to make money shoveling, come to FoxFace Studios.
● Myisha: if you know homeless youth between 18-24, she can assist with housing.

Email myisha@wsco.org
● Jody Griffin-works at St. Paul Parks and Rec. There is a recreation leader

position opening. Contact: Jody Griffin at 651-472-3925 or
jody.griffin@ci.stpaul.mn.us More Rec center info:
https://www.wsco.org/el_rio_activities

● Signe- family fun fest at Dodge Nature Center. https://fb.me/e/1MWNkr02N
Saturday afternoon- free to all!

● Jen: SPPL is transforming three libraries. Open house where people can give
their input. https://sppl.org/transforming-libraries/

● Sebastian: Housing resources - volunteer lawyers network (free legal
representation and advice in housing, immigration, etc) Contact
sebastian.ellefson@gmail.com

Notes from Breakout Groups:
Breakout Groups: Housing Justice, Land Use, Health and Environmental Justice,
Community Care, and Spanish Language Breakout

WSCO Community Care group notes Feb 8, 2022
Ra Ra, Bella, Alicia, Julian, Leah, Sebastian, Mandy, Marco, Jody

What do you think of when you hear “community care”
Becky - Giving to and receiving from neighbors
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Alicia - Love and loving our community; I also think of LEGACY! Community on
the WEST SIDE
automatically makes me get goosebumps and my generations on the WEST SIDE
Julian - Supporting each other
Bella – [WSCO Boars] Establishing a foundation we can build on to make sure the
next
generations are set and we stop and generational curses
Leah – Building relationships and community for a resilient and self-reliant
neighborhood, move
away from reliance on capitalists systems that perpetrate harm in our
communities.
Mandy – [WS business owner] – after the last couple of years of COVID and
social justice issues, being able to check in with people, I see a big need for
mental health support – not the kind you call your doctor for. I want to create
something in our space for mental health support.
Sebastian – [WSCO Board] – Want to connect with what WSCO is thinking about
community
care in the context of the things happening right now. Community care has to do
with knowing
your neighbors, having soft community ties – when you know who people are it
helps eliminate
problems that exist when you live in an anonymous society.
Marco – I think of what is not productive – getting tons of rest, doing what you feel
joyful,
potlucks, going out for walks – shared link to The Nap Ministry
https://thenapministry.wordpress.com
Jody Griffin [St Paul Parks and Rec] – Help each other out, networking, selfcare,
being out there
for folks looking to have good neighbors, good communications, what’s in our
neighborhood.
Recent violent events –
50-100 students in Humboldt recently fighting. Recent shootings and homicides
and suicided in
neighborhoods. Recent police killing of Amir Locke
Amir Locke’s father will be calling for 22 days of peace on February 17. WSCO
will be joining
that effort. Will be looking for volunteers to help distribute battery-operated
candles. Contact
Ra Ra (rara@wsco.org) if you can help.
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Health and Environmental Justice Breakout
Jen, Monica, Sue, Signe, Sherilyn, Kathleen, Evan, Laurie S., Mylazia, Christina
Locke

1. HEJ Survey-
Who here can commit to getting 10 people to fill it out?
Who wants to phonebank? Doorknock?

English survey: https://tinyurl.com/EJ-health
Spanish survey: https://tinyurl.com/salud-y-medioambiental

2. Sue: MFJN (Metro Food Justice Network)-
Some of you may have previously been involved with the Metro Food Access
Network in the past. A new organization has been formed - the Metro Food
Justice Network (MFJN) that is focused on advancing  equity in the metro food
system. MFJN has been formed using a shared leadership model and they are
beginning to recruit leadership team members who will shape the future direction
and they are also forming action groups that will likely be both geographic
(neighborhood) and topical ( production, policy). I have been involved with food
system work for over 20 years and would love to see the West Side and WSCO
become involved with this important work. We need ST PAUL to be represented! It
is my understanding that leadership team members will receive a stipend
especially folks that may not be being paid to participate.

All of you are involved in food work on the West Side so I will be forwarding a
message from Michelle Horovitz from Appetite For Change who is involved in the
formation of MFJN and one of the lead partners. In her email you will see some
background information about MFNN and a survey. Please fill it out. I will try to
keep all of you updated as things develop. Of course Covid has slowed this work
down as many of the organization involved have shifted more of their work to
hunger relief but it is beginning to move forward now.

3. Growing Resilience- had a meeting

4. Jen Crea: Transportation update
Forward from Michael:
I live in the West Side neighborhood of St Paul, right on Annapolis Street. The
cities of St Paul and West St Paul (since the street is the border between the two
cities) are planning on reconstructing Annapolis Street in 2023 and 2024.
Annapolis is pretty much the only street in the West Side that goes all the way
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east-west across the bluffs (Winona and George come close, but not quite) and is
identified as the only east-west major bikeway on the bluffs in the 2015 bike plan,
with the only other east-west major bikeway on the West Side being Plato, which
isn’t on the bluffs and goes mostly through industrial areas and parks.

There was an open house yesterday evening that I attended that discussed the
reconstruction efforts. I was the only one there (as far as I could tell) who was
primarily there to discuss the proposed bike infrastructure – everyone else was
focused more on the potential plans for reconfiguring the
Annapolis/Dodd/Charlton intersection. The current plan proposes removing
parking on the north/St Paul side of Annapolis and putting in on-street bike lanes
(no off-street trail, which was a potential option initially). While I am 100% fine with
them removing on-street parking in front of my house I would like to see a more
robust plan for the bike lanes to encourage folks to actually use them - I can see
my neighbors being upset that they are losing parking for a bicycle lane that might
not be used much if the current proposed design is used.

Annapolis Street is a major roadway and is a still a 25 mph after the city-wide
speed limit drop… and everyone drives faster than 25 mph on it. I bike on it every
single day but I rarely see anyone else bike on it – it can be very daunting with the
speed traffic is going and I am concerned that an on-street bike path with no
separation will result in people still being reluctant to bike on it. I brought up my
concerns and inquired about the possibility of the lane being a separated bike
lane even if it isn’t a full off-street multiuse path and was told that the current plan
was pretty set in stone.

I know there is a pending upcoming revision to the City of St Paul’s Bicycle Plan
and that separated bike lanes are going to be a major focus of the update based
on feedback. My other concern is if the construction happens and we get no
physical separation or barriers on Annapolis and the updated Bicycle Plan is
released that recommends separated lanes, Annapolis Street would be pushed
down the bottom of the priority list since it would be new construction even though
it may not match with what the updated Bicycle Plan recommends.

You can find more information about the project on the City of West St Paul’s
website:
https://www.wspmn.gov/938/Annapolis-Street-Reconstruction-Project

The slides/boards that were presented at yesterday’s open house are here:
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https://www.wspmn.gov/DocumentCenter/View/4133/Annapolis-Street-Open-Hous
e-Boards_02012022

There is also a survey where you can provide feedback on the plan. It’s mostly
about the reconfiguration of the Annapolis/Dodd/Charlton intersection but there is
a spot at the end for additional comments where I have added my feedback on
the proposed bike lane and my desire for additional improvements.

The survey is here:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Q5K7732

5. Earth Day Clean-up - does someone want to host/coordinate?
stpaul.gov/citywidecleanup.Saturday, April 23rd from 9-11:30am

6. Housing Justice & Energy Justice announcement
Housing insecurity, unpayable energy bills, evictions and shut offs affect BIPOC,
low-income people and renters disproportionately.
·      Housing and energy systems are currently designed to extract wealth from
the many to give it to the few – both systems are living manifestations of
institutionalized white supremacy and dispossession. We instead need systems
that serve peoples’ needs and lead towards liveable futures for all. Framing
energy and housing as human rights provides a better chance for doing that.
·      Energy and housing justice are interconnected – shut offs are often the first
step towards an eviction; people with high energy burdens also have difficulty with
rent
·      People experiencing energy and housing insecurity know the most about
navigating systems for assistance and their problems, and should lead campaigns
for solutions.
·       Energy poverty and shut offs are currently not a large part of climate justice
conversations in MN, nor are people experiencing shutoffs a large part of calls for
utility justice and just transition currently. Connections to housing justice as well
can be expanded.
·       Energy assistance and shutoff protections are currently inadequate and very
hard to navigate. The fact that this is not considered a problem currently is one
dimension of environmental racism.

7. Sherilyn- Cumulative Impact
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A bill introduced into the MN Legislature HF168 that relates to the Env. - to
consider Cumulative Pollution before approving an air permit.  MN Pollution
Control Agency has to take into account all the air pollution in the area and not
just the one business. It was introduced last year too by Fu Lee.  Interested in
following up on this and looking at what kind of air pollution there is on the West
Side. We’re at a confluence of a lot of kinds of pollution- highways, trains that burn
coal, airplanes, and also industrial facilities. She went to a ttown hall meeting last
summer to Mariani, Pappas, and another- they said it was on the list of bills to
support.   Also wants to improve the language - needs to be updated and further
researched. She talked to the MNPCA- they have a new Environmental Justice
Initiative. Who’s interested? Evan, Jen, Signe, Monica,

Monica Bryand: Karen Clarke was the first to introduce it, and someone tried to
put an addendum to it saying the West Side would be excluded because of Barge
Channel Road.

8. Job 1: Home Energy Career Paid Training
5 weeks free paid training at $16.50 per hour. Starting wages are $17-$19.  It
does not appear to need a HS Diploma /GED (5th grade level reading and math).
You can take the training without a drivers license as long as you are able to
obtain a driver’s license by the end of internship (within six months).
The first session is in Minneapolis (bus would work) and then they are trying to get
another session in July to be in Saint Paul. Let me know if I can help in any way!

Looking for work in a fast-growing industry? Xcel’s CIP Workforce Development
program, implemented by Center for Energy and Environment (CEE), aims to
recruit, train, place, and retain participants who are historically and currently
underrepresented in the energy efficiency sector, specifically individuals from
BIPOC communities and women. This paid, five-week training will prepare you for
a home energy career as either an energy auditor or insulation contractor. Earn
$2500 and receive an industry-recognized credential in Building Science
Principles (BSP). Building Science explores how changing one part of a home
affects homeowners’ comfort, health, and safety.

The paid training will include the basics of building science, installation training
from experts, relevant job-site safety, math for construction, and basic support
services (e.g., bus, gas cards, etc.). Qualified applicants will be 18 years or older,
legally authorized to work in the U.S., able to obtain a driver’s license within 6
months, and able to read and perform math at a 5th grade level. After the training,
participants will be placed in a four-month paid internship as an energy auditor or
insulation contractor with job placement assistance following the internship period.
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Interns will make $16.50 per hour. Wages for an insulation contractor or energy
auditor start at $17 to $19 per hour.

The first paid training cohort will begin on March 28. Register by March 14 to
secure your spot! Visit mncee.org/job-training.

9. Job 2:
The Payne-Phalen Community Council is hiring a new full-time staff position:
Environmental Justice Community Coordinator.

https://jobs.minnesotanonprofits.org/jobs?country=United+States&state=Minnesot
a&city=Saint+Paul&zip=55118&latitude=44.9444100&longitude=-93.0932700&key
words=payne-phalen&city_state_zip=Saint+Paul%2C+Minnesota&locale=en&pag
e=1&sort=relevance&job_id=62220
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